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Abstrαct  

Introducing new technologies into the teaching practice of philological 
subjects forms a new innovative pedagogical environment and strengthens 
the educational procedure. More specifically, in the subject of history, new 
technologies and the relative educational computer programs, which are 
based on the theoretical principles of the science of history, give additional 
worth to it and introduce new terms of formation of individual and collective 
identities, helping not only the understanding of the complexity and the 
depth of historical analysis, but also creating new beliefs and cultivating 
historical abilities. 

1. Introduction 

The important developments of the last decades, not only in the field of 
sciences but also in the field of technology, require – among other things- 
adjustment to the new data of the educational system of each country. 
This will be achieved through the introduction of innovations that will 
contribute to a continuous re-adjustment of knowledge. Technologies of 
Information and Communication will be of assistance to these types of 
innovations and they can create the most proper prerequisites for the 
improvement of the educational process and for the better preparation of 
young persons in the Society of Information. 

2. New Technologies and teaching History 

More specifically, the organic embodiment of the Technology of 
Information and Communication in teaching and learning History, either 
as a channel of communication with the historic knowledge, or as 
strengthening the effective learning or as contribution to the development 
of historical skillfulness is one of the thematic areas of modern History 
Didactics. 

New technologies in relation to History Didactics offer important 
assistance to a lot of sections: they provide access to polyphonic and 
resourceful historic sources, rendering possible the polyprismatic 
approach of the historic subjects in question. This is an element that 
contributes to the advancement of inquiring skills and critical thought. 
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Moreover, new technologies ensure the potential of teaching through 
teleconferencing and the potential of communication and collaboration 
among students of remote schools or schools in different countries. This 
is a factor that contributes not only to the promotion of group and 
collaborative learning but also to the removal of stereotypes and 
prejudices. 

In addition, New Technologies provide access to high quality material and 
they render the lesson more attractive and as result, more interesting to 
students. They also allow and encourage the elaboration of multi-
dimensional projects which combine text, images, tables, charts, sounds 
etc. and publicize all these on the Internet. 

Furthermore, they contribute to the transition from traditional teaching to 
student-centered teaching as the students are asked to locate and choose 
by themselves their sources, something that otherwise was being done by 
the teacher. 

Moreover, New Technologies promote the interdisciplinarity and cross-
curricular use because they utilize the students’ knowledge and skills from 
different knowledge areas. 

Finally, they contribute to active knowledge by asking questions and 
making hypotheses by the students themselves. In this way, they also 
have the ability to make plans and find the right answers to the questions. 

3. Ways of embodying New Technologies in History Didactics 

New Technologies can be incorporated with many ways in History 
Didactics. Through their use we can observe more active student 
participation in the teaching action, new complicated skills are created 
and historic skills are achieved. 

In this way, the students can go on searching the reasons of a historic 
event, categorizing them in charts or excel, through word processing or 
web quest. Moreover, they can examine a historic issue through time by 
comparing evidence on the Internet or by using software. In addition, the 
students can process and connect the space and the time of a historic 
event or a historic period of small, middle or long duration by utilizing 
software, the Internet, charts and data bases, excel, word and power 
point. Furthermore, they can define space and the extension of civilization 
through inferences, they can connect space-time and evolution, and they 
can associate the geophysical conditions with the aspects of cultural 
development, as well as they can relate places and historical events 
through the use of all the previous elements of the computer. Finally, they 
can create illustrated narration or they can construct historical charts 
based on certain criteria or they can even form data bases with questions 
on a subject.  

In teaching history all these possibilities create a large challenge as 
historians-teachers and students accordingly, are forced to think in a new 
way, the conventions they have used so far in order to approach the past. 
In any way, a new type of historic conscience is being developed as a 



 

 

result of the total transformation of the analogical world into a digital one. 
That is a term that defines a complicated entirety of evolving phenomena 
(for example the annihilation of natural distances through the Internet or 
the destruction of material reality through virtual representations). 

In conclusion, if the historians of the future want to narrate the past in a 
way that would be interesting to other people, the epistemology of history 
has to be renewed. 

4. “History happens on the Internet 

Several opinions have been formulated concerning the determinant factor 
that the Internet has when it transforms not only the pattern but also the 
content of History. One of the most famous historians, Mark Poster, 
considers that the cognitive object of History faces the challenge of the 
Internet in all the levels. He also believes that no other technological 
innovation after typography has expanded so much the horizons of history 
as the Internet. This results from the fact that the characteristics of the 
use of Internet affect the picture we form about the world and the human 
activity. 

As a matter of fact, the Internet is not simply a new means of reenactment 
of the past, but it also constitutes the medium by which we can «live» 
history in the present. 

Historical research is influenced by the fact that the records and the data 
bases, which are its foundations, can be found on the Internet. Moreover, 
there is a similar influence because of the easy accessibility we have to 
digital texts, pictures and sounds. In addition, the Internet constitutes an 
innovative space where we can publicize historical documents and it is 
open to everyone, without the restriction of publishing committees or other 
forms of supervision and control. We can even claim that the Internet is 
the only space where no censorship is practiced. On the contrary, every 
historical document is liberated by any form of control and as a result it 
loses its unalterable element. Finally, the communication lists, the 
electronic mail and the web-pages abolish the natural restrictions of space 
and strengthen the «face-to-face» model of teaching. As a result, we can 
claim that History itself happens on the Internet. 

Certainly, all this hail of information and pictures poses imperatively the 
problem of developing defensive mechanisms and the way of 
administrating the material offered. The basic aim is to develop those 
skills that would be useful for students in the future administration of 
everyday problems. As a consequence, it should be understood by 
students that new technologies are not an end in itself but a tool. 
Furthermore, they should realize that several sources of information are 
not only inadequate and unreliable but also misleading. Moreover, there 
are specific rules and criteria about the references to websites concerning 
the authorship, the accuracy, the seasonality, the objectiveness and the 
reliability of the respective Internet sites.  

In conclusion, the Internet as a teaching tool in the subject of History 
reinforces researching and discovering types of learning and it helps the 



 

 

construction of knowledge. It also contributes to the development of 
collaborative and communicative skills and it abolishes the natural levels 
of space and time. It creates a suitable learning environment for the 
reinforcement of teaching with authentic educational experiences and it 
gives to the students the potential to develop skillfulness of understanding 
and distinguishing the validity and reliability of the historical information. 

5. Educational software 

In the last few years, several types of software about history have been 
distributed to schools of Primary and Secondary Education. Some of them 
are “Centennia„, “Wandering around space-time through interactive maps 
and time maps„, “Local History, 3rd grade of Senior High school„ “From 
present to past: issues of Byzantine History„ “Mycenaean civilization„ “21 
aboard„ “Public and private life in ancient Greece„ etc. 

This software is alligned to school hand books, concerning the division of 
periods and unities, it is in harmony with the School Curriculum and it is 
approved by the Paedagogical Institute. Its content is orientated to 
education procedure, it complements-assists adequately school material 
and it offers stimulation so that the student can be improved personally, 
socially and culturally. 

It is essential obviously, that this software is often evaluated, not only 
concerning its content (eg. If it attracts students’ interest and if it 
corresponds to previous knowledge and the age of the students) but also 
concerning the educational method that it follows and the technology it 
uses (eg. If it can cooperate with other software) and finally concerning 
the interaction it produces.  

Mainly, this software activates mental work and it supports the cultivation 
of students’ abilities and skills, such as investigation, searching, 
discovering, collaboration, symbolic expression, communication and 
treatment. It is totally suitable to serve the aims of the lesson by involving 
students with various practices of literacy. 

Taking into consideration that History, as a subject of endless 
investigation, is “doomed„ to innovation and to successive and inevitable 
replenishment, we consider that these types of software can be 
supportive to this renewal by allowing the implementation of qualitative 
and structural transformations during educational procedure. 

6. Suggestions 

According to what was said earlier, we believe and support the use of 
computing technology in teaching History as a means of reconstructing 
historical information, not only as “text-image„, as it used to happen with 
the conventional book but as a structured system of multiple ways of 
reconstructing historical information. The student is able to experiment, to 
form by himself with his own way of thinking a similar structured system. 
Every computing tool, no matter how simple it is (e.g. the word processor, 
the power point presentation or a mind map programme) it is placed in 



 

 

this researching-educational tradition that considers computers in 
education as “mental tools„. Those tools can contribute to the 
development of complex reasoning that will be an issue of discussion in 
the classroom and they will change radically the school classroom into a 
place of juxtaposing ideas and developing productive and positive 
dialogue. 

Our speculation for the aims of introducing new technologies into the 
teaching and learning procedure is a necessary prerequisite. We should 
not use the computer as a simple teaching aid because this type of use 
leads to the offer of a mainly traditional teaching with a modern tool. On 
the contrary, it is advisable to adopt the view that the student is not a 
consumer of pre-structured digital products, but a designer and creator of 
cognitive products that derive from the development of his/her basic skills, 
either intellectual or technical. If the introduction of the computer into 
teaching history has come as a result of general dispute of the teacher 
authority, then we should not turn to a new authority, that of the computer. 

It is a general ascertainment that no educational or teaching innovation 
can be attainable if the main conveyor and administrator of the innovation 
(the teacher himself) does not correspond to it. Namely, if we want to 
materialize and embody successfully new technologies that presuppose 
the acceptance of a spectrum of innovations, then the teacher should 
have not only enthusiasm and optimism for their implementation but also 
the necessary teaching know-how and the pedagogical instruction. 

Beyond philosophy knowledge, methodology and setting aims and 
objectives, the teacher has to realize the necessity of changing his role 
and adopting co-operative stances both inside and outside school. This 
necessity does not mean in any case, the decrease of importance of the 
teacher’s contribution to the pedagogical procedure. On the contrary, the 
educator takes on a new role in which he is not just a knowledge 
conveyor to the students. He adopts a reconstructive approach that 
surpasses the typical level of a simple presentation. He acts as the 
creator of learning occasions; he is an instructor of the students’ effort, an 
intermediary between information and the students in order to help them 
translate cognitively the historical information. Moreover, the teacher acts 
as a model of the way of searching historical information and 
administrating of all the cognitive tools that will render the students able to 
approach the information and to turn it into knowledge. 

Naturally, what was mentioned above do not describe an educator who is 
simply informed and up-to-date, but an educator who is properly trained to 
the scientific developments and to how these are translated into terms of 
everyday practices in the classroom. His instruction should be aimed at 
the acquisition of technological pedagogical and communication skills.  

7. Conclusion 

It is certain, that in order to transform teaching History at school and to 
become conscious of the values and ideology substructure of the lesson 
that will lead to the cultivation of critical historical knowledge and to the 



 

 

processing and classification of historical information, a lot of efforts 
should be made. In this framework, we should place the introduction of 
New Technologies, not as a supporter of traditional types of teaching and 
behavioral learning tactics, but as a conveyor of procedural knowledge 
and team and creative thought, through the various means of presenting 
and processing historical information and through reinforcing the space-
time orientation. 
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